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The political turn of 1998 in post-transition Hungary marked the beginning of a new
era: the rise of the New Right. Fidesz, which used to be a liberal party during the
regime change of 1989, later changed its political stance. Under the presidency of
Viktor Orbán, Fidesz became a centre-right party by adopting a mixed ideology that
contained contradictory elements. The reason for Fidesz’s electoral success in 1998
was that it responded to the social need for order and democratic consolidation after
the turbulent years of political and economic transformation. However, the years
when Fidesz governed Hungary (1998– 2002) could be characterized by both conservative consolidation and populist mass mobilization. Voters could not fully understand
why the rhetoric of ‘second revolution’ would lead to the consolidation of democracy.
This sort of contradictory agenda-setting from above alienated the majority of voters in
the 2002 elections so Fidesz was replaced by the returning MSZP – SZDSZ left-liberal
coalition government. Despite two electoral losses (2002 and 2006), Fidesz created a
second political culture, an alternative polity that established itself as the Hungarian
version of the New Right, a mixture of populism, conservatism, and plebeian, redistributionist, economic nationalism. The emergence of the Hungarian New Right reinterpreted social conflicts, and sharpened political division in the society.
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Introduction: Symbolic or Materialistic Politics?
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In established democracies relatively few people doubt – unlike opinion
between the two World Wars – that democracy is the best possible form of
society; in other words, the least bad. Although those in power tend to
praise democracy, in their actions they devalue it: in the name of majority
rule they ignore the mechanism of balance and counterbalance in their
decision-making. Democracy is in danger not from the outside (from antidemocratic groups, mostly on the periphery) but from the inside: those in
power corrupt and devalue its principles. The existence of democracy is in
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no danger – it could not be ‘sold’ internationally – but its rules are not treated
with sufficient respect. This could lead to loss of faith in its consolidation and
later possibly to the loss of all illusions about democratic politics. Hungary has
come a long way to reach consolidated democracy and has joined the European Union. It has experienced all those problems characteristic of successful
countries1 that belong to the latest ‘wave’ of democratization. This article
explores the tension that had arisen in Hungary during the consolidation of
democracy, with special attention to the New Right that ruled the country
between 1998 and 2002.
It is customary to distinguish between periods of constitutional politics and
normal politics.2 When the over-politicized, feverish political life of the aftermath of the transition becomes normal or ‘boring’ again, this can be viewed as
the clearest signal that democracy is consolidating itself. A similar process
began in Hungary in 1994 when the socialists came into power. The technicians of politics slowly replaced the intellectual elite of the transition
period. The intelligentsia gradually disappeared from the party elite. Their
break with the political class did not necessarily mean the liberation of the
way they thought about politics. It did not result in their independence. The
restructuring of the political class, its becoming professional, and the divisionion of the intelligentsia did not go hand-in-hand with the widening of politi- Q1
cal discourse. On the contrary, at the beginning of the 1990s political life was
narrowed as a large part of society turned away from politics and handed over
the solution of political problems to paid experts. The gap widened between
the civil sphere and the political elite. This in fact meant the return of the normalcy that characterized the time after the transition, but simultaneously it
resulted in voters having less influence over politics, and elected politicians
were less made to account for their actions.
The consequence of the narrowing down of political life was that the consolidation of democracy, for many observers, had a feel of ‘restoration’ to it.3
The system changed but the faces that reappeared in the middle of the 1990s
were familiar. The attitudes, the behaviour, the relationship with the public
and the conflict management practices of these political figures evoked a
feeling of déjà vu. This nostalgia for the time after the ‘revolution’ was not
feeding on a return of the old system: there was no question that it could
ever come back. What returned was a ‘plundering’ politics, based on groups
of people linked together by a common cause, on the network that connected
people together, and on a materialistic politics focused on questions of distribution. The nature of the transition upgraded the role this ‘network capital’
played in the formation of political groups,4 which was viewed by some analysts as a hotbed of corruption, besides leading to the economic and political
strengthening of the most organized group, linking people with a common
interest together – the former nomenklatura. Many have explained it in a
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social sense: there may have existed a ‘Faustian bargain’ between the new
regime and the technocratic groups of the nomenklatura. The essence of the
bargain was that in return for the acceptance of political reforms the former
elite was given a substantial share in the profit from privatization.5 But
there were major differences among the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe, from Czechoslovakia to Russia. The further the country is from
Russia the less the former nomenklatura could directly control privatization.
When the socialists returned in Hungary in 1994, this coincided with the
end of a decade of symbolic politics. Until 1985, politics was materialistic
and depoliticizing, and was connected to the name of the communist leader
János Kádár.6 The leaders of the reformed Hungarian Socialist Party
(Magyar Szocialista Párt, MSZP) of Gyula Horn were socialized in this political environment. In the Kádár regime only lobbyists inside the party were
able to form affective, informal interest groups, the rest had to choose either
individually achieving their goals or remaining passive. These tensions
were resolved by 1985 –86, when those opposition or semi-opposition
groups became more open and began to seek allies. At that time, reformers
within the party also opened up: the Patriotic People’s Front (Hazafias Népfront, HNF), one of the ‘transmission belts’ of the communist party, became
a channel for more open, democratizing politics. Formerly strong, exclusive,
close and almost ‘tribal’ ties were slowly replaced by network-like, inclusive
and people’s front-type ties. In the 1970s, the American psychologist Mark
Granovetter advanced his influential network theory, based on ‘weak
links’.7 According to this theory, if it were not for weak links, societies
would become fragmented and incoherent, and new ideas could spread only
slowly. Each change involving a great number of social actors is naturally
accompanied by the loosening of strong ties and opening up in order to
widen social communication and find alliances. In order to achieve these,
ideas, symbols and a common, accepted language are needed. Such a
common denominator – replacing the ‘reformism’ and ‘democratism’ of
the party jargon, which was at times found in idealized phrases8 – was in
the second half of the 1980s the new language: radical reform, human
rights, civil society, democracy, the language of market economy and the
strategy based on it.
The first part of symbolic politics, the ‘revolutionary’ period was between
1985 and 1990. The important phases of this value oriented, symbolic politics
involved programmes urging society to open up and forge a new ‘mutual
agreement’ by ‘common consent’; speeches at opposition rallies; devising policies in reform circles; the message of the funeral of Imre Nagy, the prime
minister of the 1956 revolution; and the round-table type of constitution
making. This new language of politics was operating with symbols, but
beyond that it became important to represent these messages in symbolic
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and effective ways in the mass media: ‘The symbolic center of the new eastern
European democracies became the over-politicized and militant television’.9
In this multi-party system, intellectual political thinking was crystallized in
those parties that were in opposition in the 1980s, which became the parties
that changed the regime.
Symbolic politics did not disappear; it only changed function. The symbolism of the change of regime was replaced by a ‘system-creating’, institutionestablishing symbolism. Those were times when the basic questions of democracy, the relationship with historical tradition and the European institutional
system were the necessary topics of debate. Constitutional politics is a politics
of identity, in which questions of self-identification cannot be avoided. The
participants in debates and political battles do not belong to pragmatic and
changeable coalitions, but to historically determined ‘natural’ alliance of
world-views. ‘Natural allies’ always see a ‘natural enemy’ in their political
adversaries. However, those battles become ‘tribalized’ in a fetishist way
and do not follow the rule of consensus but the logic of ‘No Pasaran!’
(They shall not pass!), whereby they must decide between two sides – and
only between two – and where the will of one party prevails. This break preserved the force of the weak ties. The major dividing line could not have been
crossed politically, but within the groups, loose and broad fronts and alliances
were formed. The ideological catchwords of these fronts were, on the one
hand, the right-wing phrases of the Christian –national – conservative political
and cultural tradition, and, on the other hand, the phrases of the anti-fascist
left, and of the Europeanists who questioned reaching back into the national
past. The differences between the coalitions, following different scripts of constructing a state, overshadowed the differences between the former changers
of the regime and the value system of the communist elite.10 What might
have seemed, to some Western analysts,11 to be the natural way for party pluralism to come into existence was in fact an extensive battle of the symbolic
politics of the regime changers who grouped themselves into different fronts.
After some time voters tired of the symbolic politics. Since the change of
regime itself became unpopular, it is no surprise that the public had enough of
the in-fighting in the aftermath of the change and the commotion of state
building. And since they did not find a reliably anti-ideological party on the
political market, in 1994 they brought back those who had tried to pursue a
pragmatic policy in the Kádár era. They voted for those political technicians
who were – according to the tone-setting László Békesi, their finance minister
– ‘not serving ideals, but who wanted to govern’,12 and who viewed government as a ‘professional’ task rather than a political one.13 For them authority
was not about mission or service, but something good in itself, and they
described politics in managerial and bureaucratic terms. Acting this way,
the voters – paradoxically – promoted consolidation.
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Politics based on material factors and interest groups appeared in 1994, but
its official birth was on 12 March 1995, the day the Bokros package was introduced by Lajos Bokros, the finance minister, who was committed to escaping
from macroeconomic depression. This was the moment when it became clear
that, in a country that is slowly sinking into poverty and has no resources, the
major issues of politics are determined by the ‘down to earth’ conflicts over
the distribution of resources.14 In such a situation, not only for politicians
but also for intellectuals and experts, belonging to an interest group became
a matter of existence. In Hungary, amid the hardships of economic transition
the demands of the ‘fight for life’ created on the periphery of politics closed
interest cartels based on ‘strong ties’, instead of coalitions based on principles.
This consolidation-like transition from symbolic to materialistic politics went
together with the replacement of the ‘regime-changing’ strategy of ‘weak ties’
with the predatory, lobbyist strategy of ‘strong ties’.
Symbolic – ideological and material – anti-ideological cyclical periods
existed in the former regime as well; moreover, as we have seen above,
these cycles span entire regimes. When the Hungarian Socialist Party came
into power again in 1994, together with its junior coalition partner, the Alliance of Free Democrats (SZDSZ), it coincided with the change from constitutional politics to normal politics, and with a re-stabilization that follows
every major political change, as well as with a change of cycles from symbolic
to materialistic. For these reasons, the characteristics of the consolidation after
the revolution in the collective memory – which processes the present and the
recent past – are mixed with the characteristics of the perception of returning
to a familiar situation.
To reach a state of economic and international competitiveness, state
deregulation and privatization were accelerated, resulting in a weak state. In
contrast, from the mid-1990s the gradually advancing right was more and
more influential in expressing the idea of a state committed to civil growth,
participation of citizens and the public good. It resulted in Viktor Orbán’s
accession to power in 1998, as leader of Fidesz –Hungarian Civic Party
(Fidesz –Magyar Polgári Párt, Fidesz –MPP).
The Characteristics of ‘Civic Radicalism’
‘Do not settle for a draw instead of a win!’, advised Viktor Orbán the members
of his faction in the autumn of 1997, in one of the hot debates on the initiation
of a plebiscite on land ownership. In a radical campaign Fidesz– MPP and its
allies collected 300,000 signatures in favour of a plebiscite, to decide whether
foreigners could acquire land in Hungary. Because of the number of signatures, a referendum should have been held on the matter.15 However, the
MSZP – SZDSZ government ignored the will of the signatories, and the
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Fidesz– MPP government subsequently did the same, referring to the signatures until it managed to remove the coalition. Then, when they should have
taken the responsibility for the incalculable outcome of the referendum,
they disregarded their own civil initiative. After the election victory references
to former administrative faults seemed no longer to have relevance, because
the will of the citizens had been realized.
‘Do not surrender a win for a draw!’, suggested Viktor Orbán as prime
ministerial candidate again in May 1998, between two election rounds, to
rural voters. He asked them to vote for Fidesz –MPP, in order to have a
‘purely civic’ government and to avoid an uncomfortable coalition with
others. However, they did not succeed: the new government turned out to
be a coalition of Fidesz– MPP, the Independent Smallholders Party (FKGP)
and the Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF). The new government started
its rule with determination: it brought the social insurance municipalities
into government ownership and dismissed the corrupt PostaBank and
Saving Corporation leadership. Those categories of politics alluding to
social classes, and coloured by generational elements, were believed to be
gone, yet they reappeared in the Hungarian political discourse.16 In the
months following the 1998 change of government, it seemed that the old
type of working class, the unmarketable civil servant strata, and the weakening
forces of the comprador intelligentsia of Budapest were facing a strengthening
new bourgeoisie and a strengthening country peasantry that wanted to join the
bourgeoisie. This way of thinking suggested that the former groups would
soon end up on the rubbish heap of history, and would leave their places to
the healthy, dynamic and young bourgeois forces of the future. According
to this logic, a compromise or a tie is not possible between the strengthening
and the declining tendencies stylized into elitist groups. If there is nothing to
choose between those who were ‘arranging for accommodation’ of the past
and the ‘order-makers’ of the future, then allow majority democracy and
‘frontal assault’ to decide. The ars poetica of the new government that
came to power in 1998 – civic in its aims, radical in its mentality – was
that democratic politics is a win or lose game: they believed that only
victory matters, and the political strategy leading up to it is irrelevant.
State-Centred Politics and Elite Change
By the time Fidesz –MPP came to power in 1998, the privatization process
was close to completion, state property was largely distributed, and the new
government was left with a relatively weak state. It was clear that the consolidation of democracy could not be permanent if the citizens did not trust the
quality of democracy. The image of the 1980s, that of civil society that was
opposing the dictatorship in the manner of a movement, had faded.
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However, the classic liberal rhetoric of ‘weak state and strong civil society’
that was affecting the democratic political values of the early 1990s was
pushed into the background, because the idea of a weak state was
less popular and was connected with a weak civil society. With the
Fidesz– MPP government, the image of a strong and determined state
appeared. Politicians of Fidesz– MPP believed in a freshly redefined republican spirit: that if the state is needed for democracy then a strong state is the
precondition of a strong democracy. If there is no taxation without democratic
representation, than democratic representation cannot be without strict taxation. A republic can only reflect the co-operation of the public, if besides participation in public matters there is also compulsory taxation and health
insurance. In this sense, paying taxes is nothing other than being aware of
public matters and of the upkeep of public institutions, as well as the clearest
representation of putting faith in civil servants as the committed and honest
servants of democracy. During 1996– 98, Fidesz –MPP politicians repeated
this assertive, free-spirited republican opinion. On coming to power,
however, they revised this standpoint, so that citizens added to the public
good not only by paying taxes punctually, but also by accepting that the
government can have a creed in moral, religious and social questions. The
government expected citizens – if they were to feel that they belonged to
the nation – to identify with this creed.
In concrete cases, however, this republican commitment, coloured with the
idea of national self-esteem and translated into a political form, was promoted
with such a youthful conviction that it reminded the old generation of the style
of the voluntarist political changes of their youth. Back in the late 1940s, like
irregulars, the young communist members of the fényes szelek (shining winds)
and populist, collegiate forces ended the period of civic Hungary and the civic,
semi-democratic system. In the 1990s, in similar style, the new fényes szelek –
young democrats and the forces of the former self-governed residences like
dynamic irregular soldiers – wanted to end what they saw as the protracted
change of post-communist Hungary by instituting its replacement by a newbourgeois elite. They viewed themselves as the repository of the new
system, and believed that their movement would become the permanent establishment, and on coming into power their instruments wouldl be the ordercreating, activist state. Even if the style of the nationalizing new government
recalled the fényes szelek movement, this feeling of déjà vu was not established because the rhetoric of the age was not of ‘populist democracy’ but
‘civic democracy’. The Orbán government had to fulfil, within the norms of
established democracy, its promises to bring about order and create
opportunities.
The promise of order proved attractive. Who would not want honest public
life instead of corruption and a state of public good instead of one struggling in
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the grips of economic mafias? Who would not want to see ‘clean hands’,
instead of ‘dirty hands’17 governing the country? The 1989– 90 change of
regime restructured social and economic relations, and changed the nature
of political authority. The freedom brought with itself great insecurity, and
increased the consciousness of responsibilities in the individual. But Hungarian citizens wanted secure freedom, and this is why they always voted for the
‘quiet force’: in 1990 for the MDF (Hungarian Democratic Forum) and in
1994 the MSZP (Hungarian Socialist Party). The first MDF-led government
completed the transition, but it caused too much pain, fear and ‘confusion’,
and was destined to fall. The MSZP-led government consolidated the
economy and democracy, but society thought it too corrupt and elitist; moreover, its economic shock therapy inflicted too much public damage. For these
reasons it too was destined to fall. In 1998 citizens had no choice but to vote
for the only political participant who had a clean sheet and had not been amortized in government, namely Fidesz– MPP.
The Hungarian New Right had to satisfy the need for change and security
at the same time. It was as if voters had asked for a government that was different from the previous ones but not too different. The party coming to power
defined the period after the regime change as disorder, which had to be
changed for the sake of order and security. Its members believed that if
change were explained by the need for order, then voters would accept that
in this way both of their needs could be fulfilled.
It was characteristic of the voters of the 1990s that they always expected
too much and sometimes demanded the absolutely impossible of the parties. In
1990 they expected the supporters of the old, noble Hungary to create the new
Hungary. In 1994 they expected the socialists to create a functioning ‘humane’
capitalism. In 1998 they expected the ‘civic – radical’ party finally to create
order. To have order and progress: after the turbulent years of change they
wanted growth within the confines of law, wealth and consumption, and
they wanted to develop civic consciousness. To meet these demands, the victorious party had to present itself as radical and conservative at the same time.
People did not want Fidesz –MPP to turn back the wheels of history and
re-start the change. The voters wanted to preserve the results of the change
– freedom and democracy – but they would have liked everyone to be in a
better position, not just the few who had managed to acquire better positions
during the privatisation: if not everyone, then at least those who deserved it.
Those who work a lot and do so honestly, have three children, study in their
free time, send their children to school, and steadily decline – these deserve
the benefits of civic society. The change should be wider and more just, and
should be effective at deeper levels as well. The task of Fidesz– MPP was
to popularize the elite change, and to modify liberal democracy to meet
public aspirations.
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Voters would have liked to see capitalist modernization coming not from
above and outside, and not concerning the few; and the republican ‘popular
capitalism’, preached since the Bokros package, matched these expectations
well. People expected the government to distribute opportunities for gaining
wealth and gaining civic consciousness. The government that came to power
in 1998 promised these. However, in its first year it responded to these
expectations with a rhetoric of radical elite change, favouring ‘friend- and
relative-based business circles’,18 and marginalizing and sometimes criminalizing those outside the preferred middle class. In May 1998 the talk
was all about the meaning of the public good, and the 40-point programme,
seven per cent growth, transparency in public life, and ending mafia politics.
In its first year in office, it seemed that an elite change was the really important aim for Fidesz – MPP, and they reached it by symbolically dividing the
country between those who were hanging on to the socialist past, and
those who were the supporters of the ‘civic Hungary’. Subsequently, it
emerged that this was the hidden political content of the often-repeated
Fidesz slogan, ‘More than change of government but less than a change of
regime!’. József Antall, the first democratically elected prime minister,
wanted to be ‘prime minister of 15 million Hungarians’; and Gyula Horn,
who governed Hungary between 1990 and 1994, considered himself the
prime minister of ten million Hungarians. In contrast, Viktor Orbán communicated the message that he wanted to be the prime minister of every Hungarian beyond the borders, but within the country only of those who
‘deserve’ him.
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Voluntarism, Vision and Centralization: The Chancellor
and his Government
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Orbán was a party leader and became chancellor; his party and his government
did not want to control his political authority and could not do so. As an aspiring charismatic politician, he took as his starting-point the notion that a president’s job is not to manoeuvre between interest groups, but to shape the
course of events. He should not follow but be the sovereign shaper of the political situation. He believed his job was to solve conflicts as if they were the
Gordian knot: with one stroke of the sword, instead of analysing the possible
steps of his opponents and replying in a manner that can be interpreted many
ways, like a chess master. He wanted his political performance to be swift,
precise and effective. He did not like the controlling and debating function
of parliament, and wanted to curtail its role. His ministers were political lightweights, and were controlled by him, through a cabinet system in which
departments in the prime minister’s office control the ministers, or by the
under-secretaries of the strong core of his party.
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It is worth recalling the 1998 government programme here. It contained a
fairly short passage about how the president imagined the state under his
control. In his speech following the election victory of Fidesz– MPP, Viktor
Orbán observed that the Hungarian parliamentary democracy is in fact a chancellor democracy (Kanzlerdemokratie), adopted in 1989, only the Antall government was too shy to draw the obvious political conclusions. A sentence in
the government programme – according to which the conditions of effective
work must be drawn up – referred to this: ‘The civil – democratic government
will realize a new type of government; not losing sight of the will – which was
known but not sufficiently realized until then – of the constitutional practice
which developed during the renewal of the structure and after the transition’. Q2
According to the government programme, the constitutionally acceptable
reserves of chancellor government have to be used.
But what were these reserves? In order to answer this question our startingpoint must be the West German example: the idea of chancellor democracy
appeared there during the time of Konrad Adenauer in the 1950s. Its
essence is that the executive branch is divided between the chancellor –
who is also the head of government – and the president, but the president
has only ceremonial functions, because the centre of authority is the chancellor. The chancellor, chosen by a majority and dependent on it, leads the government. Ministers are accountable to the prime minister, and he is
accountable to the parliament for them. However, it is very difficult to
remove the prime minister: it can be achieved only by a successful constructive motion of no confidence. That means that the majority of MPs have to
agree to remove the prime minister and also agree on his replacement, who
must be elected immediately after the successful ‘no confidence’ vote.
This is all there is to the German Kanzlerdemokratie. It does not follow
from this that the federal chancellor is as powerful a politician as the US president or the British prime minister, or a French president who has the support
of the majority in parliament. Even this authority – established on the basis of
the stability of Christian Democracy under the post-fascist democracy – was
found to be too much for those democratic critics who invented the somewhat
pejorative term chancellor democracy. The political history of the Federal
Republic of Germany showed that this democracy does not necessarily
mean an extremely strong executive branch, and in the course of time it
softens to a mere bargaining among the party elite.
The intentions of the government of the ‘Hungarian civic future’ –
which were established in the programme of the government – about
the means of realizing this new type of governing under the constitution
were not at all clear. The voters might naturally assume that it had been a
chancellor democracy before and that this would continue. But the
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following sentences of the programme made it explicit that strengthening the state would start with strengthening the office of the prime minister. The new type of governing makes it possible for the prime
minister, besides shouldering general constitutional and political
responsibilities for the performance of the government, to use the
rights and means of realizing the programme. . . . For the sake of productive government, it will define the strengthening of the central
initiative and co-operating work as well as the improvement of
quality of it as its precondition. The restructuring of the prime minister’s
office as the basis of the work of the prime minister serves this
purpose.19
Q3
According to the programme, effective government depended on the prime
minister’s office. The former branches of the chancellery were given to appropriate ministries (external affairs, culture, sport). The goal of this restructuring
was total control over the coalition partner and the government, and maximizing the freedom of movement of the prime minister. The position from which
Orbán set off 1998 was not achieved by Horn during his four years in power,
even with an absolute majority in parliament. This is because, according to his
programme:
The prime minister’s office is the controller and central coordinator of
government activities. For these purposes, the government finds it
necessary to build a dynamic relationship between the Office and the
ministries, and a departmental control system that would help the government. It is also the Office that draws up the comprehensive government strategy, and follows the operation of the government and how
the programme is carried out.20
Q3
Something that existed only sociologically was established legally: it was not
a government that had a prime minister, but a prime minister who had a government. It was not the government as a body that decided the daily schedule
of the government but the prime minister and the chancellery; moreover, it
could interfere in the appointment and dismissal of high officials. However,
strengthening the chancellery did not result – despite the promises – in a
less expensive state, because it meant doubling the functions. The patronage
power of the prime minister had grown, and the most important function of
the office was to remove the Smallholders’ Party from the centre of power.
Whatever measures the prime minister took to extend the authority of the
state institutionally, these efforts did not become a step taken backwards from
the constitutional tradition of the Hungarian parliamentary republic. Paradoxically, Viktor Orbán temporarily stabilized the system of the existing parliamentary public law by giving parliament the right to propose the next
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president. By accepting this, the Smallholders returned to their 1989 programme, according to which the person of the president should be chosen
by parliament and not directly by the people – which was their original programme.21 They behaved as if they were granted more than just a symbolic
gift. According to the precise wording of the law, anyone could nominate
someone for president, but only a qualified majority of parliament could
elect to that post, and a simple majority is enough to decide only at the
third attempt. What Viktor Orbán achieved was quite a lot: he established a
coalition with a party that had been unwilling to enter into a coalition, and
by restructuring the chancellery established his control over the government
as well. These were the conditions of an effective government – so he
believed – and the preconditions of uniting the right. These early measures
foreshadowed a government that would ‘practise law’, in other words, the
Orbán government would realize its great ideas by using less majestic authoritarian techniques.22 While numerous ministers lived up to expectations, many
members of the government had spectacular failures.23 Orbán stood by them,
and did not dismiss them, because he wanted to be different in this respect as
well: he thought that if he dismissed them it would prove that he been mistaken in appointing them. He believed himself to be sovereign in the first place.
It was not the biggest party that ‘produced’ the prime minister; rather, the
prime minister had a party. He ‘invented’ his party and made it big. He
became a cult figure in his party: the ‘youngest child’, who conquered the
‘highest mountains of power’ by wandering from village to village. Those
local governors who belonged to the party, the officers and advisers, should
thank him for everything they had; the party members and activists believed
in him without reservation.
The resulting mentality radiated from him in his public appearances. He
preferred party events to parliamentary appearances. He reported on the
‘state of the country’ exclusively to his supporters in the Vigadó concert
hall, and not in parliament. Since he considered accepting the government programme a precondition of belonging to the country, he did not think of the
opposition leaders as worthy of celebrating the national holiday with his
party, or in March 1999 the historic moment of joining NATO.24 It was not
the government that decided that there should be a national day of mourning
following a bus accident in January 1999, but Orbán himself. It was not the
government but he personally who decided after the flood in March that the
state of emergency was over.25
Voters wanted a government of consolidation, but what they got was a
government of new confrontations. The radical political formation of the
1980s grew used to attacks, conflict and political offensive – a consciously
polarized politics.26 This political style included, beside unexpected decisions,
such opinion changes and large-scale replacement of staff that were against
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the campaign promises of the Orbán government and the former agreement of
local Fidesz– MPP members of parliament. Examples of these were postponing the construction of the fourth line of the Budapest underground, postponing the establishment of the institution of the Judges of the Court of Appeal,
suspension of the construction of the national theatre and building it in a
different location following different plans. Observers began to feel that the
prime minister was punishing citizens for having exercised their democratic
right.27 The citizens of Budapest had to pay the price for electing Gábor
Demszky of the opposition as mayor, and the citizens of the town of Székesfehérvár, the ‘intellectual capital’ of Hungary, had to pay for electing an opposition candidate of the left as governor. Occasionally, the government
announced the sudden and unilateral termination of its civil and legal contract,
moving from the idea of consensus to the idea of majoritarian democracy.28
For this reason, it was difficult not to suspect the government of applying to
itself alone the rules of its programme of adopting civic habits.
While the freshly elected Fidesz– MPP was referring to Antallist, centreright values and provided the former MDF politicians – who had strong ties
with the Antall government – with positions,29 it rejected the idealism, the
old-fashioned style of communication and the intellectual mannerisms of
the Antall government, and completely without embarrassment it put the interest-centred, pragmatic, materialistic policy taken from MSZP in its place.
While government policy was turning intellectual groups against each other,
this was not a cultural war; it was rather a political fight for existence. A cultural war requires clearly defined groups, symbols and arguments. For the government its supporters’ proposal of the ‘right to publish corrections’30 was less
important than expanding the severe political screening, the control of those
journalists who were criticizing the government. Even more important for
the Orbán cabinet was having as much influence over television and the
written media as the previous government, but centralizing those funds that
were distributed by the state, restructuring the inland revenue office and
setting up a tax police service. The government communicated its belief
that by controlling and overseeing these, it won ‘positions’ in the war
against the ‘intellectual armed guards’31 (the intellectuals). They behaved as
if there were a national cold war taking place.
One of the goals of the Fidesz– MPP government was to restore national
self-esteem. It did not aim at presenting the nation differently from what it
is: on the contrary, it suggested that they should be proud of themselves and
should trust their own strength. In whatever circumstances – the European
Union or the National Football Association, for example – the government
was suggesting that there was no reason to perpetuate the belief in a specific
Hungarian fate, a sense of national weakness, a traditional pessimism and
inferiority complex. The message was that if they were dynamic enough, as
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a ‘rising bourgeoisie’ they could deflect the marks of their past ‘like water off a
duck’s back’.32 The country is relatively small, but by Central European standards it is a power of medium size, a sovereign state, where democracy is in no
danger. Government policy was promoting the message that the integrational,
globalist, modernist and cosmopolitan programmes should be treated with
reservation, and enforced only in strictly economic processes; the relationship
with them can only be instrumental, it cannot overshadow the commonly held
public –national – civic ideas. The people elected the leaders of the country,
and these leaders – according to their self-image – merely carried out the
will of the ‘citizens’ with democratic legitimacy.33 With this authorization,
the volte-face seemed to be a question of willpower and determination. In
the mind of the head of government the world appeared as if subject to political will, which is malleable according to the conception of majoritarian
democracy.
In the lexicon of Fidesz– MPP, ‘civic’ meant both a starting-point and a
goal, a condition and a programme. It was a starting-point, because the
party-programme was drafted ‘together with the citizens’, to whom they constantly referred, and the electors – the people – elected them. It was a goal as
well, because the government considered its mission to help from the centre
reinforce a civic mentality, which entailed lifting the citizens into the
wealthy middle class.34 The government of Viktor Orbán and József
Torgyán sent the message to the citizens that they could still become civic:
behind civil society was a dream of a bourgeois society.
Breaking out was possible individually as well as on the national level, the
government suggested, in ways similar to the familiar stories from Hollywood.
According to one government idea, subsequently withdrawn, the most effective international propaganda of the celebration of the thousand-year-old
Hungarian statehood could have taken place in Disneyland in Orlando, in a
100-squaremetre grotto. Hungary could have appeared in this symbolic area
of a favoured point of consumer society as one of the Central European
success stories, a model country, the ‘most dynamically developing region’.
In Florida, the dream of ‘Hungary becoming a civil society’ would have
met the fulfilled American dream. The story was truly like a fairy tale,
because it communicated the message that not only the ‘youngest child’
but, with him as their leader, the people also can fulfil their dreams. This
idea contained what the Fidesz party elite experienced in their own lifetime:
that there are unlimited opportunities. The road from the legal understanding
of citizenship to the sociological concept of ‘civic’ meant for them the road of
double mobility: for the first generation of intellectuals, it meant culturally
becoming bourgeois; for those from the countryside, it meant entering a university in the capital and changing their lives into a cosmopolitan one. Parallel
to this, the speedy acquisition of the language of the time – the discourse of
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democracy; the milieu of the self-governed residences based on the idea of the
‘new elite’ and holding together; the vanishing dictatorship and active participation in the process: all of this reinforced in the group the feeling that, by
strongly holding together, with a group spirit and national solidarity every
obstacle can be overcome.
The obstacles towering ahead of them were the results of their greater
mobility: life itself was an obstacle race. In order to understand the Fidesz
phenomenon, however, the sociological and political science analyses as
well as social psychological analyses are pertinent. The psychologist Edit
Szerdahelyi, in her article on the psychology of ambition, writes of the
person who is separated from native community, culture or mother tongue,
who goes through a trauma of separation, which could repeat itself when
adapting to a new group. According to her:
. . . in these people, a lifelong psychological, emotional and social learning process takes place, often unconsciously. It often appears as an overload of the spiritual system. The lack of shelter and safety calls out the
search for shelter. . . . Often an entire lifetime is not enough to create an
intra-psychic asylum. The locomotion, the projection, tends to fixate.35
According to Szerdahelyi, people who are motivated by a compulsion to prove
themselves, who are ambitious and successful, develop a kind of ‘very strong
new personal identity’, which:
. . . paradoxically covers their weakness: it is in fact a self-armour. It is
characterized by restricting themselves . . . by influencing their surroundings in hetero- and auto-aggressive ways. Performance is the narcissistic cover. They are clever, precise, autocratic, easily offended and
offensive. This is the way they are able to continue constantly against
the drag. They live in a feverish state of mercilessness, both inwardly
and outwardly.36
These sentences might have been written about the Fidesz elite. The development of this situation was enforced by the socialization in the self-governed
residences. The establishment of these residences was inspired by the
‘people’s dormitories’, and were doing nothing except forming the elite. It
is apparent today that, in contrast to the positive myth, these specialized residences were not necessarily schools of liberal democracy. Being confined to
the same place, sharing a sense of belonging to a vanguard group, and a collective identity that is defined against the outside world, they possess everything that is against civic life and its prerequisites. Room-mates know
everything about each other, because they get to know each other by living
together. (Sándor Márai wrote about this life – with aversion – in his autobiographical novel Confessions of a Middle-class Citizen.37) Privacy is missing,
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and the possibilities of moving individually and behaving freely and without
control are limited. The skills of a charismatic leader are upgraded and one’s
worth depends on how much appreciation one attains. The will of the majority
is realized immediately and without limit. The life experience of these people
is restricted to acquiring the techniques of how to make the great leaps of
social mobility and getting their interests realized in a small and closed
community. This is important, because these individual and collective experiences are preserved in the collective memory of the subculture, and find their
way into the culture of the political elite and the behaviour of their supporters.
After that, the experience will be handed down to those who did not experience it personally, but this identification with a canonized form of political
culture will subsequently become the precondition of their group membership
and of their advancement.
The Political Style of the Orbán Government
From the beginning the Fidesz –MPP government was handicapped: it would
have effected a new and different transition had it not come to power too late.
The past could not be ‘erased for ever’, because it included the ten-year history
of Hungarian democracy. If those in power are democrats, then they cannot be
radical in restructuring the established democratic bureaucracy. Civil revolution cannot be realized in a consolidating society that is already beyond a civic
revolution. The government’s civic radicalism was directed at holding the
support of a heterogeneous group of voters, but the radicalism expired: first,
in the daring exercise of power made possible by the given bureaucratic
system; second, because they sometimes ignored the established common
law; third, because they created new procedural precedents; and fourth,
because they turned democratic political practice, beginning from mutual distrust, into a juridical matter. To some extent, in the first six months of this
centre-right government a simulation of regime change took place. It was as
if (as in Russia in 1917) there were a ‘dual authority’ in the country, and
the October revolution should have followed that of February. It does not
follow from this, however, that the government’s measures were necessarily
mistaken. The Fidesz– MPP government had made sound decisions from
the viewpoint of a functioning democracy: for instance, the dismissal of the
PostaBank and Saving Corporation leadership, abolition of the almost
absurd local government system of social insurance, putting in their place
those trade unionist lobbies that acquired too much influence in the earlier
period. But it also made some less good decisions, including the unilateral
changes applied to the working principles of private pension funds, or the
abandonment of the school system reforms.38 These decisions might have
been questionable from the point of view of party politics, sympathies or
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dispositions, but were not anti-democratic. A government is obviously in a
position to decide that a theatre will not be constructed where the previous
government imagined it. It can also prioritize the construction of a highway
or a dam, instead of a subway. These are questions of public policy, which
on their own do not affect democracy: a government’s credibility can only
suffer if it promised something different before. The refreshing style of the
government in its first few months in office changed conspicuously to being
convulsive and aggressive. (Following this, measures were taken that went
beyond the traditional, democratic common law of Hungary; for instance,
refusing to grant the ministerial power to sign the amnesty in favour of the president, or halting the written documentation of the proceedings of government
meetings.) The centrally controlled messages that were often repeated were no
substitute for dialogue, and the sometimes autistic communication was no substitute for government. Style is not secondary to ‘content’, because elevating
cultural stigmatization into government policy is an alien practice in a consolidated democracy. The essence of democratic policy is not total victory or
defeat, but an appropriate sense of proportion, with government and opposition giving proportionate responses to steps taken by the other. In a democracy, every victory and defeat is temporary and relative: it is dependent
upon the election cycle and is never total. The coalition government of
Fidesz– MPP, FKGP and the MDF came into power at a fortunate moment
in 1998. Democracy seemed stable, economic growth seemed unbroken,
and the country bound itself internationally to Euro-Atlantic integration and
to Westernization. At the beginning an extraordinarily wide segment of
society supported the government. In contrast to this – or perhaps because
of it – the national –conservative ideas of the largest government party
were not expressed in a consensus-seeking way, but rather in the spirit of
radical change.
In 1998 Fidesz– MPP could still not decide whether to draft an ‘emergency
script’39 or start a dialogue with those social groups that were averse to civic
radicalism. The cause of this radical rhetoric may have been that the head of
government, having learnt from the sharply rising then speedily falling popularity index of his party, always believed it more important to strengthen his
influence among the right than to aim at maintaining the support of the heterogeneous and insecure voters outside his party. Orbán knew that for the deepening of the social immersion of a pragmatic clientele party a marketing policy
alone is not enough. The entire population may know the name of the currently
popular washing powder, but nothing can be done if they have had enough of
it, or a rival company comes up with a new one. The success of the marketing
policy may burst like a bubble if the results do not correspond with the intensified expectations directed at the government. Eventually this is exactly what
happened.
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Both the style of his government and that of Viktor Orbán himself have
been compared to that of many politicians. The inconsistent and consciously
mixed character of his political programme was reminiscent of Tony Blair, but
he lacked the political flexibility of the British prime minister. His ideas of
government recalled the Bonapartist traditions, which were adapted by De
Gaulle, but the gloire was missing. His political marketing that was tailored
to fit media democracy, and, starting in a mild form, brought back from oblivion the ‘Forza Italia’ of Silvio Berlusconi. The political instincts of Orbán
made him similar to the Polish Lech Walesa; and his critical political
remarks about the West to the Czech Václav Klaus.
Every comparison had a shade of truth in it but all were rather inappropriate. The young Hungarian head of government was striving to find his own
unique style, which would be successful in the dull routine of democratic politics, following the change of regime. Subsequently, looking back from early
2003, it seems that, in order to preserve his victory and a chance of longterm political survival, he should have acted less from a power position, following his impulse, but by reasoning, by being convivial, and by paying attention to the expectations of voters who wanted consolidation.
In the first years of the Orbán cabinet, because of the Russian economic
crisis and the eruption of war in the former Yugoslavia, the internal political
situation in Hungary was tense. The government looked dangers in the face
and lived up to the military expectations of its military allies, and this fact
alone cautioned him to be even more thoughtful. In tense situations, oneway communication, permanent campaign and the propaganda of victory
were inadequate. Prime Minister Orbán’s ability to learn from his failures
brought him success; but, as his period in government proved, he was
unable to learn from his success.
The New Right Government and the Causes of its Fall
In 2002 no one would have expected, judging from pre-election polls, that the
left led by the Hungarian Socialist Party would win the April elections, and the
centre-right, led by Fidesz – MPP, would be defeated. Hungary was again following in the wake of Poland, just as in 1994 and 1998. The political pendulum seems to swing to a similar beat in both countries. The MSZP and the
group led by Fidesz– MPP – which also included the Hungarian Democratic
Forum, the Christian Democratic Union, and the Roma organization Lungo
Drom – fought an extremely tough electoral battle. In the first round on 7
April, MSZP gained 42 per cent of the votes, and took the lead by 1 per
cent ahead of the centre-right alliance. However, the composition of the
new government came to depend on something more decisive than the
contest between the major parties; namely the performance of the minor
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participants. The liberal SZDSZ, with its 5.5 per cent vote, barely crossed the 5
per cent threshold necessary to enter parliament, while the far-right Hungarian
Justice and Life Party (MIÉP) fell short of the threshold with 4.5 per cent.
Although the second round on 21 April saw the advance of the centre-right
alliance, led by Fidesz– MPP, in many constituencies in the countryside,
this was enough only to prevent an absolute MSZP majority, thereby
leaving the door open for a socialist –liberal coalition.
Thus a parliament of four parties was created, where the social-democratic
MSZP and the liberal SZDSZ occupied the seats on the left, while the conservative MDF and the so-called New Right Fidesz –MPP sat across the aisle.
The ratio of 198 to 188 parliamentary seats made it possible for the MSZP
and the SZDSZ to form a government in May, with Péter Medgyessy as
prime minister.
Cold Civil War? The Campaign of 2002
There are several reasons for considering the 2002 parliamentary elections the
most interesting and most memorable in the history of Hungarian democracy.
Never before had there been such a high turnout (71 per cent in the first round,
73 per cent in the second). Never before had there been such a strong polarization, nor had democratic Hungary ever seen such an emotionally charged,
highly passionate contest. Never had the governing parties conducted such a
biting and negative a campaign, fearing defeat, and never had they been
able to bring such masses of people on to the streets between the two
rounds. No leader of a defeated party had ever received the welcome that
Viktor Orbán had from Fidesz– MPP supporters after losing the election.
Never before had the two victorious parties been so close spiritually and
emotionally, despite their contrary origins: MSZP, the legal successor of the
former Communist Party, and the liberal SZDSZ, one of the parties that can
be traced back to the underground opposition of communist times.
All public opinion polling firms – except one called Median – predicted
the victory of the confident Fidesz –MPP, and they turned out to be wrong.
They were not alone in their error: if people do not dare reveal their opinions,
the pollsters cannot be blamed – they can only work with the information that
people give them. If people are afraid of the possible consequences of their
thoughts, they will keep their thoughts to themselves (hence the lack of
polls in a dictatorship). Most anti-Fidesz– MPP voters simply did not dare
speak their minds, and this proved to be the harshest criticism of the four
years of the Orbán government. Such a situation under a democratic government is quite shocking. The pollsters were unprepared for such a situation: it
turned out that on election Sunday, masses of previously silent, covert socialist
voters had suddenly appeared at the polling stations.40
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The reasons for their defeat were mainly the confrontational style and
content in their government and the mistakes they made during the campaign.
The classic campaign strategy of centre-right parties’ dictates securing the
radical-right votes first, then with the approaching elections, a gradual move
to the centre should follow. Most elections can only be won from the
centre. During its campaign, from the end of February, Fidesz– MPP moved
ever closer to the far right to attract MIÉP voters, but it was too late. By the
end of March, the party had no time to return to the centre: it had become
the prisoner of its own MIÉP-like rhetoric. As a result, MSZP was able to
move into the vacuum at the centre with its more moderate campaign, at
the same time that the Centre Party, an organization believed to have no
chance at all, was making some headway. So, what Fidesz– MPP gained on
the right it lost in the centre.
One reason why Fidesz– MPP began to aim at radical right votes, and
drifted to the right periphery, is to be found in the change in the international
climate. While the shocking effect of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attack
favoured right-wing parties, and added to the popularity of Fidesz –MPP, it
made a coalition with the anti-American MIÉP impossible. I am not
suggesting that Viktor Orbán considered such a coalition, but he never
excluded the possibility. When in 2000 Austria was temporarily ‘separated’
from the EU because of the Schüssel –Haider coalition, the Hungarian
prime minister did not hesitate to receive Schüssel in Budapest, thereby
making it cleat that the coalition of the centre-right and the radical right
could be a model for him as well. Because a speech by the extreme nationalist
István Csurka on 11 September made a coalition impossible, Orbán had no
choice but to turn those who would vote for the MIÉP towards Fidesz–
MPP. Consequently he was derailed, and never returned to the centre.
While Fidesz –MPP fought a strong, multi-level campaign, and sought to
deliver far-reaching symbolic messages – like the opening of the House of
Terror41 or the National Theatre – its arch-enemy the MSZP chose a ‘soft’
campaign to get closer to moderate, centrist voters. For this reason, the
MSZP candidate Péter Medgyessy promised to move forward with all the sensible measures of the Orbán government but to stop the witch-hunts and fill the
gaps in this divided society. While the Fidesz– MPP campaign emphasized the
symbolic demarcation line between past and future and by doing so was on the
side of the younger generation, the MSZP campaign was targeting not only the
active, vigorous voters, but also the weak, elderly pensioners. By doing so, the
MSZP deliberately stressed its soft counter-arguments against Fidesz –MPP
hard-line messages.42
The campaign of Fidesz– MPP relied greatly on presenting the activities of
the government, in which the campaign of the party and the government were
interconnected and associated with the propaganda of success.43 It was
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accompanied by a wider ‘metapolitical campaign’ which was explained in
more general terms, referring to the new Hungarian economic model (‘the
Hungarian miracle’), the Olympics, the nation, the spiritual reincarnation,
and to Hungarian development encompassed in large-scale visions and
dreams. However, the first round of the elections was like a cold shower for
Fidesz– MPP, which was unprepared for defeat, and they began the toughest
and hottest campaign ever seen in the history of Hungarian democracy. Its
activists delivered tens of thousands of leaflets to households, not to
mention sending electronic mails and text messages to mobile phones,
which were utterly new to Hungarian voters.44 In between the two rounds,
there were two Fidesz– MPP campaign events. At the first, Viktor Orbán
called out his supporters for a battle against the socialist party of ‘Finance
Capital and Big Capital’. The leader of the right, waving the national flag
and with the slogan ‘Go, Hungary’,45 called for a war in support of ‘the
nation’. The prime minister, quoting Leonidas, suddenly initiated a ‘Thermopylean battle’ against his political opponents. According to Orbán, ‘everything
that we worked for very hard in the past four years was in danger’, even more
than that, everything that makes life ‘important and beautiful’ – ‘our family,
our children, human dignity, our freedom, our belief and country. And we
have to defend these now’.46
In order to balance this aggressive tone, at a later assembly at Kossuth
Square, in Budapest, where hundreds of thousands of people appeared, and
which he called a ‘national assembly’, the prime minister announced the ‘campaign of the power of love’.47 In those days, when the Fidesz –MPP was facing
defeat, the right began to use the language of love and hatred at the same time,
in order to win over as many voters as possible. In two weeks Viktor Orbán
visited more than 20 locations in the countryside, where the elections were
not yet over. By that time Fidesz– MPP was openly using the network and
infrastructure of the Church. The ‘campaign of civic collaboration’ was perceived by many as a ‘regime-changing’ event. One speaker, the Slovak politician Miklós Duray, openly stated that ‘a revolution is going on’.48
In this hot campaign of 2002, symbolic politics dominated again, in which the
‘defenders of the nation’ fought with the ‘defenders of democracy’. It emerged
that, from a right-wing perspective, the friends of democracy might well be Hungarian, but the ‘defenders of the nation’ were even more Hungarian. The difference between the two was emphasized by the governing parties in their practice of
monopolizing the usage of essentially unifying national symbols for dividing and
party purposes. Supporters of the opposition might have believed that not only the
victory of the left or right was at stake but the survival or defeat of democracy.
Right-wing activists might have believed that the saving of the nation was at
stake. Or more, they might have to save the results of the transition: ‘civic
future’ needed salvation from a ‘socialist future’ born of the marriage of the
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socialist past and ‘big capital monetary funds’. Although elections were held in
perfect order, many could not come to terms with the division of the both Hungarian and democratic voters. Those who believed themselves to be members
of the political community and simply democratic Hungarian citizens, they
were torn by the fact that these two identities, which they believed to be complementary, were set against each other, as if being a Hungarian and a democrat
were incompatible, or as if the compatibility of these two were guaranteed by
the re-election of one of the political groups. While the Orbán government was
working on bringing Church and state close to each other, and even on increasing
the importance of the Crown in public law, returning to the republican spirit
during the campaign seemed quite odd: ‘Hungary is a republic not a jointstock company’, said the prime minister,49 who in fact governed the country as
though it were such a company, and juggled with the symbol of a kingdom.
The MSZP emphatically used the methods of a negative campaign on two
occasions. They did if first in January 2002, when they predicted that the
Orbán–Năstase agreement50 would be disadvantageous, and focusing on the
unemployment in the eastern counties of Hungary, suggesting that Hungarian
employees would lose their jobs to the influx of Romanian employees; and for
the second time in the last week of the campaign, when they used the hasty
remark of László Kövér, apparently suggesting suicide by hanging to opponents
of a particular scheme,51 to support the fear of the continuation of Fidesz
government.
The alliance led by Fidesz–MPP came in first in the western region and
several south-eastern counties; MSZP won in northern Hungary and Budapest.
It proved fatal for Fidesz–MPP to underestimate the significance of Budapest,
since MSZP gained its marginal advantage not by the votes in the countryside
but by the overwhelming victory in the capital: the left won 28 out of the 32
seats in Budapest. It seemed as if the elections were decided by a battle
between the countryside and the capital. SZDSZ gained the minimum number
of votes necessary to enter parliament, thus stabilizing its position for the next
four years. The campaigns of the MSZP and the SZDSZ seemed to divide the
task facing them: MSZP emphasized the positive messages of social peace and
welfare transition, while SZDSZ chose an ironic, negative campaign, targeting
government corruption. The political system of Hungary seems to be moving
toward a bipolarity of left and right, and it will become more difficult for the
SZDSZ to keep to the liberal alternative. Although smaller in number, the Alliance of Free Democrats obtained a greater share in governance than they had
in the 1994–98 Horn government, where, although the second biggest party in
the country, they became coalition ‘surplus’.
The group led by Fidesz– MPP failed to attract all the voters on the right,
but it certainly sucked the oxygen from the far-right MIÉP. For the supporters
of liberal democracy, the good news of the 2002 elections was that the anti-EU
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and ultra-nationalist MIÉP did not make it into parliament. Although MIÉP
has been able to keep its electoral base since 1998, it was unable to expand
and win new voters to reach the number that the higher turnout would have
warranted. Those hundreds of thousands of newcomers, who boosted the
turnout to over 70 per cent, voted for either Fidesz– MPP or MSZP; they
were mobilized by the fierce struggle between the two major parties. This
new situation left MIÉP a loser. (Parallel to that, the orthodox communist
Workers’ Party received only 2 per cent of the votes.)
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The defeat Fidesz– MPP suffered in the 2002 elections, was not entirely due to
mistakes made in their campaign. The main reason was the confrontational
way in which the Orbán government exercised power in the period 1998–
2002, a style connected to their conception of democracy. The ideologists
of the party asserted their belief that the ‘false consensus’ achieved during
the transition between the old and the new elite proved harmful. The prime
minister tended to consider the people who were sitting at the 1989 round
table not as ‘changers of the regime’ but preservers of the regime.52 He did
not hide his opinion that the transition was not over until a change of the
elite took place and the old network stopped functioning; that is when the notebook with the old telephone numbers had to be thrown away. In order to reach
this goal, he had to break with the ‘consensus democracy’ concept, and put
‘revolutionary democracy’ in its place.
The leaders of Fidesz –MPP not only wanted to make democracy work,
but also wanted to re-create it in their own image: in order to legitimize this
socially, they needed an ideology that would make it easy to communicate
this message. This ideology was the ‘spiritual revival’ of the country, in the
year of the celebration of the foundation of the Hungarian State. Fidesz–
MPP in power not only wanted to address first and foremost the naturally
divided political community, but aimed at reconstructing the cultural – moral
community – according to its own values – that existed in the imagination
of Hungarians. The new right began its term by promising to revive the republican spirit, and giving hope to the country to revive itself, relying on its inner
strength.53 It wanted to achieve more than that – the reconstruction of the cultural – moral community – but achieved less, because it lost the support of the
political community. The Orbán government wanted to become not only the
government of the Hungarian citizens of Hungary, but the government of
every individual who belonged to the Hungarian people, even those who
were not Hungarian citizens, who voted in other countries and did not pay
taxes in Hungary. While they wanted to be the government of an imaginary,
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spiritual nation that reached beyond the borders, they lost the confidence of
those who were ‘merely’ citizens of the country.
The main reason for the defeat of Fidesz –MPP was its confusion of the
ideas of political community and cultural community, and building a political
strategy upon this misconception.54 The Orbán government believed that it
would re-create the political community from above, through the reconstruction of the cultural community, and doing so in a way they believed to be right
and following the values they represented. While the government was talking
about realizing the ‘Hungarian dream’, the possibility that this dream might
not be shared by every Hungarian, but only the dream of a minority in
Hungary, did not even occur to the prime minister. But even if it were the
dream of the majority, the Hungarian people might have thought themselves
responsible for realizing this dream and not the government. Happiness is
not a political category, but choosing the means to achieve it is. The Orbán
government thought it to be the other way round.
Consolidation or De-consolidation?
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During the 1989 – 90 democratic transition, priority was given to the demonstration of breaking with the old regime; the discourse of those days was dominated by symbolism in politics, and a dividing line was drawn between past
and present. The political elite and their followers spoke the language of morality politics. After that, the most important issue was the mitigation of crises
caused by the vast economic changes, at which point political discourse
became dominated by pragmatic debates over state finance, budget balance
and the reform of big distributive systems. With symbolic politics jettisoned,
reform politics took over, manifesting itself in debates about how to handle the
country’s deep economic crisis and how to achieve successful transition in the
economy. This culminated in a package of austerity measures aiming at a
speedy transition to a market economy.55
But once a major change in the economic system is achieved, and the
economy has gained momentum, political discourse generally turns to and
increasingly focuses on issues of distribution. That is precisely what happened
in Hungary when the political force elected in 1998 openly supported the
middle classes, regarding them as the major driving-force behind the
nation’s economic and moral development, but simultaneously paying little
attention to other social strata: the old, the uneducated, the marginalized
and the unemployed. What proved a novelty in this situation – compared
with international trends in democratic consolidation – was the aspiration
of this group to divide society. In times of economic prosperity, it is quite
unusual for a government to start its tenure with a programme of carrying
out something ‘more than a government change, but less than a change of
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[political] system’ and then to pursue it with the application of intense Q4
pressure. Such an attitude makes one question whether the government is
really devoted to consolidation politics based on national reunification.
There are two types of politicians: dividers and uniters, and historical
circumstances determine whether the time is ripe for one or the other. During
periods of radical social change, priority is usually given to dividing policies
that are based on the ‘friend or enemy’ dichotomy, while in times of peace
and consolidation the usual items on the agenda are unification and the maintenance of social peace. What was unusual about the activities of the 1998–2002
government is that it tried to consolidate the country while openly aiming at division. The dichotomies (us versus them, patriots versus quislings, nationalists
versus anti-nationalists), well known from the political discourse of the
1990–94 MDF regime, made their reappearance and they are hardly characteristic of democratic consolidation. A tension was created between symbolic politics and the consolidation tasks of the government. How is it possible to
consolidate by using the rhetoric of a ‘second revolution’? More and more analysts voiced their suspicion that the government was indeed de-consolidating.
The government’s democratic deficit became clear to many when they
realized that in the lexicon of the government ‘weekly’ meant in every
three weeks: from 2000 the parliament held its plenary session – the cornerstone of parliamentary democracy – less frequently. Consequently, the
right to call upon ministers (interpellation) was curtailed, and it took longer
to react to political events. Political questions were postponed for three
weeks at a time, thus appearing ‘warmed-up’, and the ‘flavour’ of democracy
– the possibility of hot parliamentary debates – decreased. Supporters of the
‘three-week system’ emphasized the ‘working-parliament’ feature, as if parliament were there not to show political alternatives as a means of orienting
the citizens, but to work out government decisions diligently in committees
and then put them to a quick vote. According to an often-quoted remark of
the head of government, ‘this parliament was functioning well without an
opposition’. The other peculiarity of the Hungarian ‘working parliament’
was that it lacked opposition-led investigating committees. Fidesz – MPP
would have run into difficulties winning the elections if it had put obstacles
in the way of setting up a committee to investigate the Tocsik affair.56 At
the time, the Horn government – keeping with the rules of the House –
favoured the opposition by allowing its representative to ‘interrogate’ the
leaders of the coalition. Investigating committees were opposition led –
according to the rules of the House – because this balance-counterbalance
was considered to be the essence of democracy. The governing parties of
the period 1998 – 2002 failed to vote for any investigating committee, or if
they accepted the existence of one on paper, they failed to vote for the
members – and without members there are no committees. The reaction to
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these scandals was counter-scandals. Politics was driven by the needs of the
media.
The other significant problem of the period was the case of advisory boards
of the public service media.57 The strongest opposition party was the MSZP; but
the MIÉP,58 which was kept alive artificially and was formally an opposition,
claimed two of the four delegated positions – belonging to the opposition –
on public media advisory boards. The number of seats given to each party
according to the votes of the people also gave two delegated positions to
MSZP, one to the SZDSZ and one to the MIÉP. Not only the rules of the
House but the will of voters was ignored when János Áder, ppeaker of the
House, disallowed even minimal application of the principle that seats are to
be proportionately distributed. The MSZP had to learn that the gestures it
made to the right in 1996–97 – in the way it distributed the commercial television channels – were very likely never to be reciprocated. The leadership of
Fidesz–MPP consciously burned the bridges of co-operation between the
socialist and the liberals. By doing so, Orbán set the stage – emotionally as
well – for a future MSZP–SZDSZ coalition. The left and the liberals were
dependent on each other. In 2002, the Demszky line, which claimed to have
kept the same distance from both of the large parties, fell, and in the MSZP
the anti-SZDSZ and nationalists were pushed into the background. Orbán was
so determined to divide the political spectrum that on the night of the first
round of the elections he categorically excluded the possibility of a coalition
with SZDSZ – which would, theoretically, have made it possible for Fidesz–
MPP to stay in power.
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As mentioned above, the position of the Orbán government was that a complete transition required a complete change of the elite; the overheated rhetoric
of ‘more than a government change’ referred to this radical programme. This
was a war strategy for the new, generation-based elite, and at the same time it
promised a remedy for those who lost in the transition. While the Fidesz– MPP
government failed to realize its large-scale social reform, it wrapped its redistributionist policy in the guise of a symbolic political discourse to make the
practice of ‘more than an elite change but less than a reform’ socially
legitimate.
During the time of the Fidesz – MPP government, a new form of state
capture appeared in Hungarian political life. The term ‘state capture’ originally referred to a situation in which the government becomes the captive
of interest groups – which were not chosen by it – and is helplessly struggling
against economic lobbies and other powerful groups. The public good is sacrificed, and falls prey to the interest of the groups, which tear the state apart. It
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followed from this that the government with the democratically elected head
of government was not governing with the public good in mind; rather, with it
own interest groups it conquered the state ‘from within’. Possessing the
democratic approval of the voters, it operated the state – contrary to its
stated aims – as if it were its own political and economic venture. The state
had its own bank, its own security services and its own revenue office,
which were used, parallel to their original functions, as means to annihilate
political and economic rivals. In larger construction or cultural projects the
Orbán government neglected the tender system or made it a formality, and
took care that most of these commissions were in some way profitable to
some of these state-protected groups.59 The political practice of the government gradually stopped giving equal opportunities, stopped being neutral in
competition, and ignored the principle of equality before the law. Contrary
to the propaganda – which suggested the image of a state committed to uplifting all Hungarians – a change took place, because the state behaved as if it
were a lord: it rewarded the ‘good’ Hungarians, and punished the ‘bad’
ones – opposition-governed places and their populations. The traditional
question of Hungarian politics came to the fore: who is a Hungarian? In
order to win tenders, often performance was not enough; performing ‘Hungarianism’ was required. That is, the entrepreneur had to prove that he was a
‘good’ Hungarian, namely a rather generous supporter of the governing
parties. State capture was realized in such a way that the democratically
approved government could use the state for different purposes than are customary in European democracies. During the term of the Orbán government,
given its authoritarian methods, the country was drifting dangerously fast
towards the practice of the post-soviet Eastern Europe; by the end of his
term, the state meant ‘the lads’.
Sports as Metaphor for Politics
Viktor Orbán revealed the essence of his politics, which in short was to be on the
offensive at all times.60 According to Orbán, a political organization or a politician who is unable to take the offensive will be pushed aside. For him, the field
of politics is an arena, where the best defence is offence. Politics is like boxing:
it is a battle for survival, in which either you knock the enemy out or you are
knocked out. Political heroes need sport heroes, in order to strengthen their
image of invincibility. The advertised figure of the government of the 1998–
2002 period was István Kovács, who became a professional boxer, with
whom the head of government was proud of his publicly maintained friendship;
he often made an appearance at his fights. The boxer’s career is very similar to
the political career of Orbán: the talents, the determination, the will to fight, the
way that led straight to the Olympics, then to the title of world champion. It
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turned out later that their fall was similar, too: in the first challenge after their
final victory they both lost. After a demanding match, István Kovács could
relax at government retreat in Balatonaliga; then he joined the Fidesz campaign,
and at the end of his career he received government medals from the outgoing
prime minister. Viktor Orbán, who had himself been a club football player, had
a good relationship with the football legend Ferenc Puskás and his soccer
partner. He often used the opportunities that football diplomacy offered him
(for example, in his dealings with Berlusconi and Chirac). During the Fidesz
period, the country applied for the right to hold the European football championship, and began a national programme of stadium reconstruction. The government timed the collection of signatures for the right to hold the Olympics in
2012 during the 2002 election campaign,61 and as part of this it made famous
sports persons, artists, scientists and business persons appear on television –
and in the government media.
The government considered supporting sport as a means of keeping the
nation together, besides being easy to sell in the media. Naturally, this is
not unusual: in many democracies politicians like to appear together with
famous sports persons, artists and media personalities, whose support will
ensure their popularity. However, these phenomena in the media campaign
of the Orbán government did not only appear marginal – as a temporary,
exceptional event that matched the carnival-like atmosphere – but as
message that expressed the government’s philosophy, and was carefully structured and of great importance. They sent out the message that with willpower,
with the ability to fight, and by acquiring other virtues connected with sports,
every obstacle can be overcome and every goal achieved. The cult of the
young was supplemented by the cult of the strong and able, with the praise
of the optimistic and voluntarist politics.
By the end of its term, the policy of ‘total offensive’ was not merely temporary but, according to the prime minister, the essence of politics. This offensive attitude determined Orbán’s political career, and became a part of his
personality.62 Such a combative, revolutionary mentality has it advantages
and disadvantages, depending on the historical situation. For those with different ideas about democratic consolidation, this aggressive mentality proved
simply too much. The majority of the voters simply wanted peace, and had
had enough of this type of politics, which was similar to a circus or a gladiator
contest. Democracy is a better system because there is no need for charismatic
heroes with outstanding talents and super-human abilities to make it work.
Democracy can function well with average people, because its fundamental
characteristic is that it works not because of the greatness of the leader, or
of his strong will, but because people believe that its institutions work correctly. In democracy, the authority of the law prevails, because the base of
the legal system is sovereignty of the people.
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The Orbán government did succeed in replacing the elite, but it had a further
agenda: the cultural division of the country. The advantage gained from this
was the reintegration of the right that was shattered in 1994, thereby avoiding
the fate of the fragmented Polish right. By challenging the principles, practices
and institutions of the 1989 constitutional consensus, the Orbán government
defined it own social basis, creating thereby two parallel Hungaries – a
battlefield of two, strong rival political cultures.63 This symbolic political discourse, which had been turned into a strategy, also concealed the creation of a
less public, ‘private elite’,64 that was jeopardizing consolidation and was
embroiled in a struggle with a public that was watchful of constitutional
rights and politics. Those who voiced their misgivings about constitutional
procedures were not judged on the merit of their concern for the public, but
on the basis of their political affiliation: whether they were ‘with’ them or
‘against’ them. This policy was not inevitably anti-democratic; it merely contradicted the democratic spirit based on equality before the law.
Despite its defeat, the Hungarian right was based on a social coalition expressing existing political needs. This social coalition consisted of more than one part
or milieu. Here belonged groups and individuals in the outer circle: Fidesz–MPP
consciously built up its clientele. Another layer was kept together by anti-communist beliefs: the Orbán government could mobilize its campaign in such a
way that any vote for their opponent would automatically be seen as a vote for
the past – for ‘communism’. The third layer, the circle of religious people, partially overlaps the second. There is a widespread belief in Hungary that those who
are religious vote for right-wing parties, and this mainly the result of the political
activities of the Catholic and Calvinist churches in the campaign.65 The Orbán
government encouraged the traditional churches to become publicly and politically active. During the celebration of the thousand years of the Hungarian
state, the government raised doubts in the minds of many about whether it
respected the traditional constitutional distinction between state and church.
Addressing these three layers, Fidesz–MPP was able to forge a coalition of originally very heterogeneous elements. The more moderate leaders of Fidesz–MPP
won over the conservatives66 in the centre, while the other end of the coalition
could safely count on the votes of the less-educated people in smaller communities, most of whom were losers of the transition and could be attracted by
radical rhetoric.
Still, this coalition might not have come into being if the strong need of the
people for a strong, efficient and protective state were not perceived. The
deregulatory, market-oriented programme of the democratic transition
resulted in people very probably feeling that there was no social institution
to protect and defend them. Society was saturated with the fear that, alongside
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the turmoil in the world, the state they believed to stand for the welfare of the
public was also disintegrating and falling prey to different interest groups. The
neo-liberal economic policy of the Horn government failed to satisfy this need
for reassurance; this overwhelming and reasonable demand was recognized by
Fidesz– MPP, and they took care to meet it. They were correct to assume that
there is no democracy without a state, but they were less able to realize that the
state must be constitutional as well. As elaborated above in connection with
state capture, instead of making the state a means of realizing what is good
for the public, Fidesz ‘made the state its home’, and its own. Once the state
became the servant of one interest group – one that was opposing the socialists, and thereby offering an alternative – during the Fidesz government, in the
eyes of many the rhetoric of a ‘strong state’ reinforced nepotism. By strengthening publicly financed institutions, and removing them from the responsibility of parliament, the dividing line between privatization and nationalization
soon diminished.
The majority of the people sensed that the attitude of Fidesz–MPP leaders
was ‘If communists were allowed to steal, so are we’. But if that was the case –
the voters may have thought – what is the difference in attitude between their
‘new civic Hungary’ and the country under communist rule? Using the state as a
tool for this ‘egalitarian’ policy, Fidesz–MPP obliterated its liberal characteristics, and in many cases it questioned the constitutionally guaranteed principle
of equal rights. If the larger projects are not thrown to open competition, then
the members of the same group will take them, and in that case the main criterion becomes political alignments, and the competing social actors will be
treated unequally. As a result, the system seemed to lose its democratic
mandate, and an emerging view of politics was reinforced, namely that the
idea of a liberal, constitutional state and parliamentary democracy is a mere
facade; and behind the scenes Fidesz–MPP, like the socialist before 1998,
were using their power to grow rich. This could have created a potentially
dangerous situation: if many people do not believe in the possibility of sustaining a democratic, constitutional state, then it will be difficult to keep alive. The
result of the 2002 elections was that this democracy-threatening attitude was
dismissed.
The Quality of Democracy
It is a basic characteristic of democratic consolidation that democracy must
enjoy wide legitimacy among elite groups as well as in society at large. It is
dependent upon the development and consolidation of a democratic political
culture. In this political culture the participants do not think in terms of games
that go beyond the limits of pursuing interests democratically; this understanding is present in every law and political procedure and the bureaucracy, as well
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as in everyday political life. Democratic consolidation may be studied at the
level of elite, organizations or citizens. Consolidation takes place among the
elite when politicians, opinion formers, prominent culture and business
figures, the heads of other similar groups, not only passively submit to democracy but are also deeply convinced that this is the best possible form of government, and that the constitutional system that secures it deserves their active
support. Political leaders, too, acknowledge the constitutional right of each
other to engage in a peaceful contest for power, but they are also aware that
the law and all regulations must be observed, and so they do not encourage
their supporters to violate mutually respected constitutional norms of political
behaviour. The same applies to the norms of the government of all of the major
parties, interest groups and movements. On the level of citizens, we can speak
of consolidation if more than 70 per cent of the population basically share the
belief that democracy is the best possible form of government, not only in
theory but in practice as well, and for their country in particular. Moreover,
there is no anti-democratic party or movement that enjoys significant
support, and the citizens of the country as a whole reject the idea of using
force, fraud and illegal or anti-constitutional means to enforce political preferences at the elections.67
However, there is more to democracy than free elections: much depends
on how the freely elected government behaves, that is, on the way in which
it exercises its authority between two elections. Does the governing party
realize that it is in its own interests to adhere to constitutional rules that
might benefit them when they are in opposition? Would the regime lose
sight of its long-term interests, and would it sacrifice them for the success
of short-term tactical interest, which would mean curtailing the rights of the
opposition? Moreover, in a favourable situation, it is more than realizing
one’s own interest, but also comes from a normative conviction.
However, as research in Latin American democracies and post-Soviet
regimes has shown, in corrupt oligarchic regimes, built on or controlled by an
‘inner party’ or a mafia-like network (in other words, in regimes where corruption is rife and state prosecutors and intelligence agencies are regularly used as a
cover for political games), there is a tendency to institutionalize informal, illegal
and anti-constitutional practices behind the mask of constitutional democracy.68
If the political and business elites hold up the latter as an example, people may
be inclined to follow this pattern. Then they will identify democracy with
the majority, the nation with an ethnic group, and a constitutional state with
‘the strong asserting their right’. The more shallow and exclusive a system
is, the more its representatives feel that they are accountable to the citizens,
the more difficult it becomes to make democracy acceptable to social groups
in the lower strata of social hierarchy, since corruption appears not only as a
side-effect but as a basic characteristic of the system. The consolidating
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democracy of Hungary did not progress so far, but, as many voters felt, it made
some steps in that direction. This fear was projected into the future, and for that
reason they voted for a change of government.
The government that came to power in 2002 believed its first task to be
reuniting the country and ending the internal ‘cold war’. It did not follow
from this that there were no basic dividing lines in Hungarian society. The
twentieth century saw the country suffer from the traumas of two world
wars, and dictatorships following each, so it lacked freedom for decades.
The shock of democracy found most of the people unprepared for the inevitable injustices of capitalism; it is no wonder, therefore, that people have accumulated pain, grievances and frustration. Most of these wounds caused by
history have begun to heal, and there was no treatment yet for the social differences created by capitalism. This democracy was not yet welfare democracy.
The time since the transition of 1989 is almost nothing from a historical perspective, and during this period not only the transformation of the political
system but also the shock of privatization has taken place. Processes that
have taken decades in other countries have been concluded in Hungary practically overnight.69 Hungarians response to communism was the tactics of survival and shrewdness; it reacted to the new capitalism with aggression and
appropriation.70 These were all egoistic, individualistic responses, as if the
price to pay for acquiring wealth and improvement were the loss of honour
and the rejection of solidarity.
A Political or a Cultural Community?
After the shock of political and economic transition, the political class in
power had to face the challenge of democratic consolidation. In theory, consolidation is a policy of social peace, healing of wounds and extending the
common prosperity to a gradually widening segment of the population, a
policy that would encourage a diversity of identities, instead of forcing
them into the over-simplified, dichotomy-based worlds of the political left
and right. Liberal democracy can secure both freedom in politics and
freedom from politics at the same time; for this reason, the idea of ‘permanent
revolution’ is alien to its rhetoric and essence. The New Right coalition government during 1998– 2002 attempted to consolidate by means of a ‘second
revolution’. As it soon turned out, consolidation cannot be concluded by
widening the gap between groups and reducing it to one dimension, namely
to the extremist dichotomy of friend or foe. In 1998 Viktor Orbán may have
felt that it was the last moment to rearrange power structures. The programme
of ‘more than government change’ was an effort to modernize the right, to
build a ‘Fidesz Hungary’, to help a new political structure take root, very
different from the socialist one of oligarchy and social support. He believed
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– correctly – that it is better if two oligarchies compete for power than if there
is just one. He made an effort to organize a possible economic and social base
for the contest of these two ‘Hungaries’. Instead of introducing social reforms,
he saw it as his mission to change the elite, secure key positions for his people,
construct a new base of support, and construct an institutional background for
Fidesz Hungary once and for all. But he failed to align the majority of the
people with his programme.
His major mistake was that he identified the political community with the
cultural community (even though the latter notion was only with reference to
the right) and it caused his defeat. A basic characteristic of liberal democracy
is that political and cultural communities are utterly different: any number of
cultural communities might peacefully coexist within a single political one.
Anyone trying to force an existing (and culturally heterogeneous) political
community to follow the norms of one specific cultural community proclaims
loudly that he is not committed to the principles of liberal democracy. The
Fidesz– MPP government tried to balance the division of the political community with the reconstruction of the imaginary cultural community of the nation
outside the borders. It became more important whether the prime minister considered himself to be the leader of a country or of a state. While he was constantly making reference to the 15 million Hungarians, the citizens felt that he
was only realizing the interest of voters on the right; and this caused tensions
in the policy of the Orbán government. When he argued for the spiritual
strengthening of Hungarians and reuniting them (which brought with itself
the suspicion of being nationalistic), the left might easily have felt that this
rhetoric of the spiritual reunification of Hungarians across borders was
being used to make people accept the symbolic and normative structure of
an imaginary cultural community that was dear to the government. It was
capable of causing fear.
The voters of Hungary were unlikely to have any objections to a successful, pragmatic, consolidating rightist government, but the thought that this
government might aim to change their values, norms and customs inspired
fear among them. It seemed that the Orbán government inclined to restructure
the entire society from above, with the values and models of one particular
cultural group. The government does have a function of organizing society,
but the organization of cultural communities is not its responsibility or task;
that should happen organically from below, following civic models. The
prime minister sent the message that ‘the future is here’ in vain, because, as
soon became obvious, the past cannot be wiped out forever. They could
have won in 2002 with a calm, mature, conservative – liberal policy; but
with civic radicalism simulating the transition it was defeated.
With his policy of social mobilization, Orbán re-drew the political map, as
had happened in the 1940s and 1950s in Argentina under Juan Perón, or in the
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1990s in Croatia under Franjo Tudjman, and in Slovakia under Vladimı́r
Mečiar. All these countries saw the supporters of autocratic democracy opposing the supporters of liberal democracy. The same was observable in Italy in
2001, where the former power of the multiple parties had disappeared, and the
front line of political struggle lay between pro-Berlusconi and anti-Berlusconi
groups. Some observers have compared it to Great Britain under Blair.71 The
last two weeks of the Hungarian election campaign of 2002 saw a fierce and
emotionally overheated fight between the pro-Orbán and anti-Orbán political
coalitions. The ‘cold civil war’ took the shape of a hot campaign. Although
Fidesz– MPP lost the election politically, Orbán still managed to create a
‘second Hungary’, with its own cultural milieu, which survived despite the
electoral defeat.
This political style is often called populist policy, when a democratic
process is represented as a choice between life and death, truth and lies,
past and future, good and evil. Populism also entails a re-definition of the
state’s role, by emphasizing that it dispenses and is paternalistic. Other characteristics of populism include a kind of economic nationalism, a moralistic
rhetoric constantly referring to the idea of the nation and justice, a steady
process of searching out and stigmatizing the ‘enemies of the nation’ (traitors
within, communists, Big Business, financial oligarchy, cosmopolitan intellectuals and so on), and the polarization and reduction of political pluralism to a
single dimension. During those few years political competition did not revolve
round different programmes and rationally debatable arguments but was
reduced to a passionate and symbolically mediated metapolitical war of ‘us
versus them’ which was justified by ‘cultural’ reasons. National symbols
(the flag, the shield, and the national anthem) that represent the unity of the
nation were appropriated by Fidesz and its supporters, thereby stressing the
idea of division. The football slogans ‘Go, Hungary’ and ‘Go, Hungarians’
became the campaign slogan of the party, similarly to the ‘Forza Italia’.72
The community of national politics was identified with the circle of
Fidesz– MPP supporters, and they were called upon to ‘defend the
nation’.73 It was soon evident that populism did not need intellectuals, only
propagandists.
One of the most important components of a populist policy centred on a
leader is a technique of personalization of power. This was reinforced by television and a culture of commercials and video clips, which in the past decade
acquired the power to form people’s minds, and the overall process of commercialization. Modern democracy is, in many ways, a media democracy, a
campaign democracy. In such a world, anyone who can simplify his ideas
and communicate real or apparent truths in a watered-down but credible
way gets the upper hand. Most people prefer parties that transform politics
into a visual experience rather than those that convey their policies using
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the classic devices of verbal debates and programmes. Feeling becomes more
important than conscious understanding and acceptance, and these feelings are
most accessible through charismatic personalities who communicate the
party’s message. If there exists such a charismatic personality, than the
message can become metapolitical: instead of a confrontation of political programmes, symbols and tokens of belief, there is a clash of religious or quasireligious convictions. The personality that conveys the message becomes the
message itself. Thus the political leader becomes the leader of a charismatic
group, similar to a religious community, and becomes a figure who is
central to the experience, and whose politics give those youth who are searching for identity the opportunity to ‘feel’ it. In a ‘leader democracy’,74 for the
followers the policy conveys a message of experience, immersion and
togetherness; ideologies become identities; the rational – argumentative type
of policy becomes a policy of identity.
It became apparent that the majority of society felt a need for this type of
commanding behaviour. Rural dwellers needed it more than people living in
towns did. They could feel that here is someone who tells them, in an understandable and simple yet intellectual way, what should be done in the
irrational, decadent and confusing world, full of the inappropriate results of
a previous conditioning.
During the period of the Orbán government changes that could be evaluated as positive took place in the exercise of power. These include changes in
political communication, in making politics more dynamic, in conditioning
people to think long term (a picture of the future), and aspiring to make politicians more clearly comprehensible to common people. The Orbán government looked beyond everyday problems, and focused on forming an
understandable and attractive picture of the future. The elections, however,
proved that voters were more interested in the present, than in the past, and
believed in the dreams and successes of the future if they could see it beginning in the present. Hungarian voters were not in a position to disregard their
everyday circumstances.
In his statements after the elections, Orbán found no connections between
the performance of his government and the defeat of Fidesz – MPP.75 He
tended to blame the defeat on transcendental causes, and even after losing
the elections tried to divert attention from his government’s mistakes. The
leaders of Fidesz –MPP could not face the fact that they had made mistakes
that caused them to lose an election in times of prosperity.76 After the elections, the former prime minister chose to be the leader of the people, and
made it clear that he did not want to get used to parliamentary politics
again. For one year following the election, he refused to accept posts in the
party or within the faction, and avoided the traditional roles in opposition.
By organizing ‘civic circles’ and spontaneously active groups, he transferred
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his political activities into the activities of a movement,77 and announced his
belief that his followers were not in minority because ‘the nation cannot be in
opposition’. He wanted to represent the ‘nation’ by rising above opposition
parties, and to organize the infrastructure and social base of a new, ‘Future
Hungary’, that he imagined. He was still the prisoner of his own campaign
rhetoric. From leading Fidesz as a party campaigning for election victory,
he moved to the idea of building a wide political movement – a future
right-wing party union – that filtrated the different institutions of state. The
Orbán government made an attempt, in a single attack, to realize goals that
clashed: this was the ‘revolution of souls’ and consolidation. He prioritized
confrontation over compromise in his policies, and the voters did not like
that. One of the lessons of the 1998 –2002 electoral period is that, in democracy, political and cultural community are two different things. In a single political community more than one cultural community can exist, because
democracy considers as equals the groups to which different religions, lifestyles, taste and culture belong. The New Right government of Hungary did
not accept this, and it led to a campaign in which the ideas of ‘democracy’,
‘nation’, country’ and ‘homeland’ could be turned against one another. The
government wanted to restructure the cultural community according to a
(right wing) cultural value system, and in doing so it suggested that
whoever fails to agree with it cannot be a member of the political community.
It resulted in concern on the part of those who did not believe in the ‘order –
authority – homeland– work –discipline –family – will’ type of value system
communicated by the government. The government took the offensive,
because its members believed that the majority of the national political community was behind them, as well as identified with their system of values.
They were wrong. With its voluntarism the cabinet alienated social groups
who would have been easily won over by a moderate centre-right government.
The Hungarian New Right was created by Viktor Orbán and his associates
between 1998 and 2002. It proved to be an unsuccessful project politically but
still remained very strong culturally. Fidesz –MPP lost the parliamentary elections of 2002 and 2006. However, it emerged as virtually and symbolically the
only opposition.
In 2004, Prime Minister Péter Medgyessy was replaced by Ferenc Gyurcsány, a younger, more dynamic politician whose rise was considered the left’s
proper political answer to Orbán. Gyurcsány was able to keep the socialist –
liberal coalition in power as a result of his successful campaign of 2006.
However, his personality proved to be not as far from the leader of the right
as Medgyessy was, which is why Gyurcsány was able to compete with
them. After 2004 the sharp polarization of the country was symbolized by
the increasing personalization of politics that centred upon the two leaders,
Orbán and Gyurcsány. The sharp opposition of political camps resulted in
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open civic protests against the government in the autumn of 2006, culminating
in street battles between protesters and the police. It seems clear that, although
Orbán lost two elections, he managed to achieve his long-term political goal:
the social embeddedness of the New Right and the extreme polarization of
Hungarian politics.78
In a pluralist system, consolidation cannot be based on one or two imaginary cultural communities, because the existence and self-organization of
various cultural communities is a natural phenomenon. On the other hand,
democracy is the concern of a political community, independent of cultural
preferences. It is the concern of every citizen who is old enough to vote, in
a democratic system in which rules are secured, and where elections are
general and secret.
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